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ABSTRACT
The teaching practicum has been characterised by “wicked feedback” problems. Feedback is essential for enhancing student teachers’ core teaching practices. Student teachers are most vulnerable when they have to present lesson segments and may not know whether they are doing it correctly. Providing actionable, timely and constructive feedback is challenging at the best of times and this became even more so during the COVID-19 pandemic. This proactive action research study aims to provide an overview of the utilization of technology-enhanced feedback (digital screen recording) on preservice teachers’ practicum assessment tasks and to report on their perceptions of, reflections on, and uptake of the feedback. A group of fifteen preservice teachers and two teacher educators from a university in the North West Province participated in the study. The findings indicate that technology-enhanced feedback motivates student teachers to engage with the feedback because it facilitates the personalization of feedback, fosters relationships between preservice teachers and teacher educators, and increases the uptake of feedback that results in improved teaching practicum performance tasks. The study informs a developing understanding of the pedagogic potential of feedback via technology and its uptake within an environment that is becoming increasingly digital. The article concludes with recommendations for exploiting the potential benefits of technology-enhanced feedback to ensure uptake and facilitate the improved teaching practice of preservice teachers within teaching practicum settings.
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INTRODUCTION
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected most universities’ teaching, assessment and feedback practices and processes. Regardless of what happens in the coming academic year, it is likely that many practices will remain unchanged and/or shift to digital. In the North-West University Faculty of Education Teaching, Learning and Assessment Plan, it is stated that “Going into 2022, we are

challenged by the realisation that we can never return to a full contact timetable for students enrolled in contact programmes.”\(^2\)

The forced changes brought about due to the pandemic and the digital shift have allowed many teacher educators to rethink one of the “wicked problems” of the work-integrated learning (WIL) (i.e., the teaching practicum) component of preservice teachers’ education, namely feedback.\(^3\) Feedback during WIL is considered to be a risky, uncertain and inconsistent endeavour.\(^4\) Student teachers express dissatisfaction and frustration about the timeliness of the feedback, the inability to act on the feedback, the lack of explanation of the use of rubrics and sometimes the incomprehensibility.\(^5\) On the other hand, teacher educators complain about the time-intensiveness of providing detailed feedback, especially to large numbers of student teachers, and student teachers’ unwillingness to respond to the feedback.\(^6\) McGarvey et al. state that “both parties tread a well-worn path leading to an accumulation of ‘feedback waste’!” \(^7\) Feedback is the bedrock of effective teaching practice and student achievement.\(^8\) Student teachers are especially “vulnerable at the point of application” when teaching learners and may not know if they are doing so correctly.\(^9\) Cantillon and Sargeant state that, “without feedback, good practice is not reinforced, poor performance is not corrected, and the path to improvement not identified.”\(^10\)

Baughan et al. state that “assessment and feedback have provided a particularly demanding issue, in which rapid decisions have been made and assessment tasks and processes have been revised.”\(^11\) This is especially true with the teaching practicum which was moved online and where the focus was on learning from practice (e.g., approximations of practice)\(^12\) rather than learning in practice (e.g., school-based placement).\(^13\) Researchers such as Carless, Pitt and Winstone have proposed a shift from telling or giving information as feedback to a more engaged and dialogic approach to feedback where feedback is acted upon by the students so as to improve student performance and achievement.\(^14\)
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to see the teacher educators’ facial expressions, as well as hear the tone of voice. In addition, the split screen enables the student teachers to see and hear the teacher educator's comments while at the same time viewing their work with text and annotations or the rubric in another area of the screen. The purpose of this paper is to address the following research questions:

- What are the concerns that student teachers and teacher educators have with regard to feedback practices?
- What are the perceptions of the student teachers with regard to the technology-enhanced feedback they received?
- How does the content and uptake of the technology-enhanced feedback compare with the content received and uptake of feedback during previous learning from practice tasks during the teaching practicum?

**RESEARCH METHOD**
The aim of the research methodology is to describe the process followed while conducting a study.

**Research Paradigm**
This study is situated within a participatory paradigm. Howell states that “for the participatory paradigm, experience underpins the epistemology” and “the methodological position involves collaboration and action with everyday existence and language or discourse involving a primary aspect of the research process.”

**Research Design and Approach**
This study utilises a qualitative approach and a proactive action research design. In proactive action research, the action takes place before the data collection (i.e., you act and then study the effects of your actions). According to Schmuck, “In proactive action research, creative problem solving and innovative practice precede data collection; however, your desire to risk doing something new often stems from past, preconscious data collections.” In this study, the aim is to try a practice that has not before been used within the work-integrated learning (i.e., teaching practicum) module, namely technology-enhanced feedback within a community of practice of student teachers and teacher educators. When collecting data utilising the proactive action research design, one seeks to judge the “merit and worth or results”. According to Schmuck, “to achieve merit, a result must have intrinsic value”, and “to achieve worth, a result must have extrinsic value.”

**Participants and Sampling**
Participant selection included a purposeful sampling of information-rich cases to study them in depth (i.e., student teachers and teacher educators). The participants included fifteen student teachers and two teacher educators from a university in the North West Province. During the learning-from-practice component of the teaching practicum student-teachers in their fourth year of the Baccalaureus Education (BEd) degree are allocated to teacher educators in order to complete a simulated teaching task (i.e., a PowerPoint presentation with voiceover in which they have to explain/model core content within a specific subject area). Three student teachers were enrolled for contact delivery (one from Alfred J. Cavanaugh and Liyan Song, “Audio Feedback versus Written Feedback: Instructors’ and Students’ Perspectives,” 2014. 26 Kassu Jilcha Sileyew, “Research Design and Methodology,” in Cyberspace (IntechOpen, 2020), https://doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.85731. 27 Richard A. Schmuck, Practical Action Research for Change. (California, Thousand Oaks: Corwin Press, 2006). 28 Schmuck, Practical Action Research for Change, 71. 29 Schmuck, Practical Action Research for Change, 37. 30 Michael Quinn Patton, “Two Decades of Developments in Qualitative Inquiry,” Qualitative Social Work 1, no. 3 (September 15, 2002): 261–83, https://doi.org/10.1177/1473325002001003636.
each of the three campus sites of the university – Mahikeng, Potchefstroom and Vanderbijlpark), and twelve students were enrolled for Open Distance Learning delivery. The fifteen student teachers were situated in four different provinces, Eastern Cape, Gauteng, Northern Cape, and North West, within South Africa (cf. Figure 1).

Figure 1. Student-teachers situated across South Africa
(Author developed using Google Maps)

Data Collection
Schmuck’s proactive action research model consists of three phases, each comprising a number of steps. During phase 1, the initiation phase of the proactive action research cycle, participants completed step 1, listing hopes and concerns (focusing on feedback practices) by participating in reflective conversations lasting approximately thirty minutes. These conversations took place via WhatsApp video call as the participants were spread out across South Africa (cf. Figure 1). During step 1, the aim was to address the first research question (What are the concerns that student teachers and teacher educators have with regard to feedback practices?). Step 2 entailed implementing technology-enhanced feedback on the simulated teaching task that formed part of the learning-from-practice component of the teaching practicum. The task the student teachers had to complete was to explain or model core content covered within Term 2 for Grade 3 or Grade 4 learners. The explanation was required to be no longer than six minutes in length because it had to be sent via WhatsApp. The student teachers recorded their explanations using PowerPoint with voiceover. They sent their explanations via WhatsApp to the specific WhatsApp group created by the first author for their simulated teaching lessons. The first author downloaded the files and used Active Presenter to provide screen recording feedback (audio, video and text/annotation) (cf. Figure 2 and Figure 3).

The teacher educator uploaded the files to the WhatsApp group for each student teacher. The student teachers watched their feedback and either initiated dialogue or responded to dialogue initiated by the teacher educator. The focus was on critically engaging with the content of the feedback. The student teachers then uploaded their new explanations after engaging with the feedback content and with the teacher educator. This process was repeated until both student teachers and teacher educators were satisfied with the product. The second author provided continuous technological support, such as assisting with questions related to shrinking the size of
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the files, helping with voiceovers, etc., if required. The second author also trained the first author in terms of using Active Presenter.

During the second phase, detection, step 3 entailed collecting the data (i.e., reflective conversation transcriptions, WhatsApp messages and voice notes). During the initial WhatsApp video call session, student-teachers indicated that they preferred to receive technology-enhanced feedback as well as any communication (i.e., dialogue between the student teachers and the teacher educators as well as WhatsApp text message responses to teacher educator questions) via a WhatsApp group set up by the first author. Once the data was collected, step 4 entailed checking what the data meant. The aim of the detection phase was to address research questions two and three (What are the perceptions of the student teachers with regard to the technology-enhanced feedback they received? and How does the content of the technology-enhanced feedback compare with the content received during previous learning from practice tasks during the teaching practicum?).

During phase three, judgment, step 5 focused on reflecting on alternatives or changes that needed to be made and step 6 entailed fine-tuning the practice. During steps 5 and 6, all participants participated in a WhatsApp Video call session lasting approximately 30 minutes where the focus was on determining the advantages and disadvantages of technology-enhanced feedback for simulated teaching tasks as part of the learning-from-practice component of the teaching practicum as well as the feedback uptake of the student teachers.

Figure 2. Screen recording with audio and visual feedback
Data Analysis
A thematic qualitative text analysis process was followed in this study. The aim was to identify patterns and themes according to the research purpose. Codes were assigned to specific segments of related meaning identified within the transcripts and commentaries. Williams and Moser state that “the open, axial, and selective coding strategy enables a cyclical and evolving data loop in which the researcher interacts, is constantly comparing data and applying data reduction, and consolidation techniques. As the coding process progresses, its dynamic function and nonlinear directionality enable essential themes to be identified, codified, and interpreted in the service of a research study’s focus and contribute to the associated literature.”

The analysis process outlined above was conducted in a collaborative manner on a practical level which allowed for all members of the community of practice to collectively identify patterns, themes and relationships between and among the data sets. The collaborative discussion allowed the core practice of guided video analysis of reading instructional practice to be viewed with the aim of enhancing knowledge as well as facilitating core practices, thereby addressing collaborative agency.

Trustworthiness
In this study, trustworthiness is enhanced by using strategies such as member checking (all participants had access to the transcriptions and during phase two, all participants collaboratively checked on what the data meant and what additional steps should be taken), and peer review (a teacher educator outside the study helped to review the research process and data to identify any possible validity threats and raise awareness of the researchers’ possible own biases and assumptions). In addition, the researchers endeavoured to present the data and action research process in as much detail as possible to ensure thick and rich descriptions.

Ethical Aspects
Participants were informed of the purpose of the study and what their involvement would entail prior to commencement. Participants informed consent was obtained in writing which was sent via WhatsApp as an attachment. In this study, the researchers ensured that the participants’ names were not used, nor was information shared that revealed their identity in any way. All data (video, audio and written) was stored on the first author’s password-protected computer. Despite all the above-mentioned precautions, it was made clear to the participants that their participation was voluntary. No one was forced to participate, and they were free to withdraw at any time with no negative consequences. Ethical clearance was obtained by the first author from the EMELTEN-Rec ethical committee as well as the university gatekeeper.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of this study are reported using the three thematic categories that address the research questions, namely the concerns related to feedback, student teachers’ perceptions of technology-enhanced feedback, and the content and uptake of the technology-enhanced feedback.

Concerns related to feedback
The student teachers emphasised the following areas of concern:

As an ODL student, we usually only get a mark with comments such as, “This is not correct”; “Make sure the learners are engaged”; Good understanding shown”; “The examples you used were vague”. So, generally, I just ignore the comments because I don’t know what to do with them (cf. Figure 4).

In our practicum module we don’t always get feedback from our lecturers; sometimes, random people we don’t know come and observe our lessons. Afterward, they say some things, but I don’t really engage with them because I don’t know them, and I don’t know what to say.

We do new lessons for each person that observes our lessons. The same lecturer doesn’t assess you twice and each person’s feedback is totally different.

The lecturer says during the lesson you said this or that. This is frustrating because I am so stressed that I can’t always recall what I said or did, and sometimes I don’t notice things happening in the classroom.

I experienced the feedback during the practicum as either praise or I get talked down to. I never get the opportunity to repeat the same lesson or to improve on it. I don’t know what to improve anyway. Sometimes I must talk louder and be more confident.
Feedback using a rubric

The teacher educators expressed their concerns in the following ways:

I feel as if I am wasting my time when I give feedback. I am putting thoughts on paper, but the students don’t get the opportunity to respond to any of them or engage with me. I also think they do not always understand my feedback. The same practices continue and the next time I get different students to observe and provide feedback. Feedback is a frustrating activity. Our students aren’t learning and improving their practices and I am just going through the motions.

The results indicated that the student-teachers got a mark for their practicum lesson and very limited useful, specific and actionable feedback. This often leads to misinterpretation or lack of comprehension. The most common feedback was either praise or negative comments without indicating how or what to improve. According to Borup et al., praise and correction are seldom sufficient. What is needed is the feedback that closes the gap between student teachers’ current and desired performance.

Student teacher perceptions about technology-enhanced feedback

---
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The student teachers made the following comments:

This is the first time that I got to see my lecturer and talk to her about my explanations and ask her questions. I feel much closer to my lecturer, and she treats me like an equal and we learn together. She told me she learnt a lot about my context and learners and how, together, we tried new things.

I found the screen recording feedback strange at first, but we had a lecturer that supported us with all our technology-related questions. I liked the fact that I could see her doing things on the screen and I could follow her and stop the recording if I wanted to see it again. The lecturer stopped my PowerPoint with a voiceover lesson snippet and commented on the exact places where she wanted changes or where she had questions for me.

The feedback was more detailed and specifically related to my lesson explanation. It was not feedback that was all over the show or mostly on classroom management. I have hardly ever received such detailed feedback on subject-specific aspects of my lesson.

The teacher educators commented on the following aspects:

It was as if I was personally talking to the student. I could give more detailed and subject-specific feedback than when I had to write only. I could say and explain so much more. Because we used WhatsApp to send the screen recording feedback, we found that the student teachers responded immediately and engaged with us more on the task. They wanted to know how they could improve and why changes were needed. I linked theory/evidence-based research with practice and could see the improvement in the students’ subsequent submissions.

I could also actively engage with the rubric and explain what was missing and what they could do to reach the required standard.

The results seem to support the statement made by Draft and Lengel that feedback provided by screen recording should “enable debate, clarification, and enactment more than simply provide large amounts of data.” The student-teachers, as well as the teacher educators, indicated that the technology-enhanced feedback created a more personalised touch with each of them and the feedback was more detailed and specific and they could engage and discuss the feedback in a timely manner. The students were also given a number of opportunities to improve upon their lesson snippets and the teacher educators could gauge their progress and improvement. The focus was on closing the gap between their current performance and the desired performance and not so much on just obtaining a mark.

**Content and uptake of technology-enhanced feedback**

The student teachers made the following comments:

This was a big change. In the past, the lecturers would say, “Use different types of questions”. Now, I get feedback such as, “In order to ensure that your learners are engaged, you need to elicit their background knowledge about the text. To do this, notice the types of questions you are asking. You tend to use mainly lower-order cognitive questions that require the learners to answer the obvious. Your text was The Snowy Day. One of your questions was, “What season is it?” Also, the learners’ responses were mainly single words or simple sentences. Try to ensure that you ask most learners not only those that put up their hands; remember you need to check up on all your learners. Anita Archer always says, “Learning is not a spectator sport”.

The teacher educators emphasised the following aspects:

I can really zoom in on specific aspects of their practice (e.g., asking questions to elicit background knowledge) and I can engage with them on this aspect when using WhatsApp.

---

When they re-submit their lessons, I can determine whether there is an improvement in that particular practice.

This was the first time I could see that the students were engaging with me, taking the feedback to heart, and addressing the issues we discussed in their follow-up submissions.

The results indicated that technology-enhanced feedback made the provision of content-specific feedback possible which is especially important within learning-from-practice teaching practicum opportunities. The feedback tended to reduce uncertainty, confusion and lack of understanding because the feedback was provided at specific points in the screen recordings and teacher educators could enhance the feedback by providing additional examples and referring to evidence-based research.

CONCLUSION

The advances in technology have opened up the possibility of providing actionable, timely, content-specific, consistent, goal-directed, personalized and dialogic feedback. Although time and workload are a reality, there is a need to consider the words of Wiggins carefully, “no time to give and use feedback” actually means “no time to cause learning.” In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, relational aspects are particularly salient in that supportive, personalized and flexible feedback can cater for the diverse and often very challenging circumstances in which student teachers and teacher educators find themselves. Technology-enhanced feedback (screen recording) used with WhatsApp as a platform for engagement and dialogue, preferred by student teachers in diverse and challenging contexts, may not be everyone’s cup of tea. However, the affordances it provides for improving student teachers’ core teaching practices during the learning-from-practice component of the teaching practicum were very effective in this study.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Teacher educators who are considering the implementation of technology-enhanced feedback, especially for the teaching practicum, may wish to consider the following:

- Be strategic about which components of the teaching practicum you wish to use for technology-enhanced feedback. Student teachers should be able to make sense of the feedback that is provided and also engage and act upon the feedback to ensure progress toward the desired goal.
- Teacher educators can work in pairs to ensure that their comfort levels with using the technology increase and that there is support for student teachers. In our study, one teacher educator was a subject specialist and the other was a technology specialist.
- Ensure that the screen recording feedback is no longer than 6 minutes or more than 45mb to ensure that students receive effective feedback, but that it can also be sent via, for example, WhatsApp.
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